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The Value Conflict in Faulkner's Snopes Trilogy 

William Faulkner's The HalTllet, The !2.!m., and The .Nansion. 

examine the presence of evil in the world; an evil which, 

nevertheless, enco~~ters opposition. Faulkner embodies this 

opnosition in the women of the Snopes trilogy. Flem Snopes 

becomes the symbol of evil by his refusal to recognize any 

power other than his own. Gordon E. Bigelow refers to t.he trilogy 

as a "protest against the sterilization and dehumanization of 

man, the destruction of natural beauty by machine civilization. ttl 

In the trilogy the evil, dehumanizing forces of society, represented 

by Flem, must contend with the loving, humanistic forces of the 

land or nature. The trilogy becomes Faulkner's assertion that 

"pure evil" ioes exist; however, this element does not remain 

unopposed and eventually it will be eliminated. 

The purpose of this essay is to demonstrate Faulk~er's 

use of women in the Snopes trilogy as representatives of a 

value system antithetical to that symbolized by Flem Snopes. 

In the trilogy Eula Varner Snopes, in particular, represents 

love, warmth, compassion, or the natural world. In contrast, Flem 

symbolizes h~te, coldness, materialism, and inhumanity, or the 

social world. Faulkner reconciles these opposing systems in the 

characteristics developed in Eula's daughter Linda Snopes Kohl 

as she comes to represent values similar to Eula's. 
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Faulkner opens his trilogy with a description of the physical 

characteristics and history of French;r:an' s Bend and Jefferson, the 

scene of the trilogy.2 This early emphasis on land, implying 

fertility, or the lack of it, and the now abandoned dream of the 

Frenchman provides the basis f6r the qualities of materialism 

and idealism embodied in humans throughout the trilogy. 

Faulkner describes Frenchman's Bend as once being "a section 

of rich river-bottom country lying h.enty miles from Jefferson" 

2. 

in which "the original bounda:-ies now existed only on faded records 

••• and even some of ~he once-fertile fields had long since reverted 

to the cnl"le-3.nd-cypress jungles from which their first master had 

hewed them." (H., p. 3) This initial description of decaying lands 

sets thp, atmosphere for the following decline in individuals in 

the trilogy. It also becomes the first of several references to 

the land and its ability to sustain or destroy life justly. 

Central to the progress of the trilogy is the daughter of 

the present owner of Old Frenchman's Place, a once beautiful plantation, 

now charred and gutted by the Civil War. The introduction of Eula 

Varner centers on her physical appearance which immediately suggests 

that she is an over-sexed creature, strangely ideal and myst~~riously 

attractive. Faulkner depicts Eula as Ita soft ample girl with 

definite breasts even at thirteen and eyes like cloudy hothouse 

grapes and a full damp mouth always slightly open, ••• a kind of 

sullen bemusement of rife young flesh, apparently not even having to 

make any effort not to listen. It (H., p. 10) Although Eula is not 
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mentioned again until the second section of ~ Hamlet, this 

brief introductory statement provides the basis for the contrast 

,,;-/ developed between her and Flem; a contrast existing not only 

between their physical appearances, but between their innate 

va~ues, motives, and purposes. 

In Faulkner's first delineation of Flem's outward appearance 

he says "He had a broad flat face. His eyes were the color of 

stagnant water. He was soft in aDp8arance like Varner himself, 

though a head shorter, in a soiled white shirt and cheap gray trousers." 

(H., p. 22) Unlike Eula, Flem is presented as one who is yigorously 

striving for a specific, yet undefined, goal; however, as the 

trilogy progresses, the static, indifferent qualities surrounding 
\~ ~.}:;:~ 

both of(the~make them oddly similar. A difference remains between 

the two in that the basis for these qualities in each stems from 

antithetical sources. 

As the character of Flem becomes more d.scernible, he becomes 

associated with conformity, material success, and adherance to 

established codes proper for his position, or at least proper for 

the profession he is presently seeking. Flem appears as a robot-

type being, able to assume various masks appropriate for his needs 

and goals,~ In conforming to the codes of his new 
~~ 0.J·'J\J<.. VV\ V~,,~-,,:,:,;:, ';\o;.t-

positiO~ Fl8.m sew replaces his soiled shirt with Ita brand-new 

white shirtl" (H., p. 51) The code becomes more rigid as he 

later moves his residence to town, goes to church, and wears 

"a tiny machine-made black bow which snapped together at the back 

with a metal fastener." (H., p. 58) This conformity, varying as 

his aims become higher, is so obsessive and obvious that he is 

able to manipulate others without exerting much effort. Contrary 
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pattern of behavior sanctified by custom and tradition~3 Applying 

this classific8.tion to Eula and Flem, Euhi becomes the representative 

of the life-giving, stimulating forces of nature while Flem becomes 

the embodiment of the life-destroying, stifling forces of a eonforming 

society. 

The previous discussion of Flem may seem predominately 

concerned with the worldy, outward aspects of Flem; however, this is 

the inevitable result when considering Flem's total being. He knows 

no means for becoming emotionally involved with others since he 

directs the entirety of his energies toward material wealth and 

personal gain. As indicated earlier, Flem readily conforms to 

standards accept!:l.ble to society and conducive to his ad vancernent. 
",11.,<,\ 

Throughout his advancement, Flem netains a cold, impersonal attitude 
~V'!lI-',.:\. 

;w;i,4;..h everyone. 
\II-..... ~'"'O 1"'0"'~ '<:~<'\ 

His ~ accuracy characterizes him as a 
f. 

machine-like, insensitive, inhuman creature. 

In Book Two of The Hamlet the character of Eula is more fully 

developed providing a direct contrast to the qualities an::! standards 

emphasized in Flem. David Miller's summary of Faulkner's method 

of characterizing women is applicable here. Miller argues that 

Faulkner views feminine c'haracters according to their fecundity 

and the animal attraction which it ':)egets in men.4 Miller expands 

this generalization by stating that classification of Faulkner's 

women usually includes portraying them as either eart~~others or 

as ghosts depending on the "fertility (or lack of it) which forms 

their character. tiS Faul':<ner's preoccupation with Eula's sexual appearance 

and the emotions she arouses in ~en immediately cata~orizes her as the 

earthmother type. 
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to his desires, Varner hires Flem as a clerk in his store. Trying 

to explain and justify this action Varner cries: If'I had tot I 

had to hire Himt'" (H., p. 27) This is the characteristic despair 

of all who unwillingly, unconsciously, yet inevitably succumb to 

Flem's ambitions. The peculiarity of the economic force Flem holds 

over people becomes comparable to the strangeness of Eula's 

emotional force. 

Flem's presence in the community, though at first a novelty, 

soon becomes a threat. During his first week as clerk at the 

store, most citizens, even thbse who have previously not traded with 

Varner, make a special effort to visit the store to observe this new 

creature. Flem's influence, however, becomes so complete that in a 

few months people hardly notice that it is Flem who controls the 

authoritative position of supervising the cotton gin. Flem achieves 

the ultimate position at the store when he is seen sitting in Will 

Varner's converted flour barrel chair. Gradually Flem asserts more 

control over the town T,mile the citizens become increasingly defenseless 

Cf in resisting or stopping his advance~. inability of the residents 

of Frenchman's Bend to control, manipulate, or at least understand 

Flem is an outgrowth of his purely economical nature. This is the 

same quality which makes Flem's character antithetical to EQla's. 

Olga Vickery contends that a study of The Hamlet is ultimately 

a discussion of the two primary modes of human survival--sex!economy, 

love/money. Vickery explains tha~ "The significant difference 

between man's sexual and economic activity is that the former is 

necessary and eternal whereas the latter is contingent and historical. 

The one is an integral part of human nature, the other simply a 
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pattern of behavior sanctified by custom and tradition!3 Applying 

this classific'ltion to Eula and Flem, EuUii becomes the representative 

of the life-giving, stimulating forces of nature while Flem becomes 

the embodiment of the life-destroying, stifling forces of a conforming 

society. 

The previous discus.sion of Flem may seem predominately 

concerned with the "'10rldy, outward aspects of Flem; however, this is 

the inevitable result when considering Flem's total being. He knows 

no means for becoming emotionally involved with others since he 

directs the entirety of his energies toward material wealth and 

personal gain. As indicated earlier, Flem readily conforms to 

standards accept'lble to society and conducive to his advancement. 
l".t.W\ 

Throughout his advancement, Flem Mtains a cold, impersonal attitude 
.tr, .• ·"".a 
~' ~veryone. 

\". .. ,d'.,O '("'00('( '1:0.<',\ 
His ~ accuracy characterizes him as a ,. 

machine-like, insensitive, inhuman creature. 

In Book Two of The Hamlet the character of Eula is more fully 

developed pl'oviding a direct contrast to the qualities and standards 

emphasized in Flem. David Miller's summary of Faulkner's method 

of characterizing women is applicable here. Miller argues that 

Faulkner \'iews feminine characters according to their fecundity 

and the animal attraction which it l:>egets in men.4 Miller expands 

this generalization by stating that classification of Falukner's 

women usually includes portraying them as either eart~~others or 

as ghosts depending on the "fertility (or lack of it) which forms 

their character. tl5 Faulkner's preoccupation with Eula's sexual appearance 

and the emotions she arouses in men immediately cata~orizes her as the 

earthmother type. 
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At the outset of the "Eula" section of The Hamlet, Faulkner 

intensifies Eula's early and over sexual development: "Now, though 

not yet thirteen years old, she was already big~er than most grown 

women and even her breasts were no longer the little, hard, 

fiercely-pointed cones of puberty or even maidenhood." (H., p. 95) 

Eula's difference from ordinary women is manifest not only in the 

rate and amount of her sexual development, but also in the elevated 

and idolized position she occupies. 

Naomi .. Tackson suggests that before examining Eula, the distinction 

between "Faulkner's Woman and his women" must be made. 6 The Woman 

becomes an j~personal White Goddess--Faulkner's ideal, the Mother of 

All Living. Jackson contends that9" "Only once did Faulkner fully 
,/ 

succeed in apotheosizing the Eternal Feminine: when from the dust 

of Venus, E',e, Lilith, and Helen he fashioned the bovine divinity 

of The Hamlet, Eula Varner.,,7 Eula's ascendance and detachment from 

the comrrJon humanity is apparent even in the most casual situations 

~Qth her friends: 

••• she would never be at either end of anything in 
whiGh blood ran. It would have but one point, like 
a S1iTarm of bees, and she would be that point, that 
center, swarmed over and importuned yet serene and 
intact and apparently even oblivious, tra.nquilly 
ab~()gat~ng. the 1iT?ole .long sum of human tn;.nking . 
and. suffer1ng Wh1Ch 1S called knowledge, educ"jt1on, 
wisdom, at once supremely unchaste and inviolable: 
the queen, the ~~trix. (H., p. 116) 

Thus although Eula is inert and detached, she continues to exert 

a force over her surroundings with no visible effort on her part. 

Like Flem, Eula's advancement through life is characterized 

by a lack of action: " ••• she was incorrigibly lazy ••• as though, 

even in infancy, she already knew there was nowhere she wanted to 

go ••• She did nothing." (H., p. 95-96) Recalling the poles set up by 
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Vickery, which serve as a basis for the motives of Eula and Flem, 

an extension of the antithesis between sex/economy, love/money 

can be seen in the antithesis of nature ana society. Flem as 

representative of society and Eula as representative of nature 

appear static in their respective spheres; however, the reason for 

the inaction varies greatly, each being spurred by a separate force--

Eula by her unfulfilled quest for love, understanding; Flem by his 

insatiable desire for money, success. 

Faulkner suggests additiJnal earthmother qualities ~ Eula iR~ 
'r-.(., s clem ..... l. \~",\ ~.t>k .tu"",~ 

tfte recount4~ e.f- Jody Varner' s ~~ /,\school, ~s.nee P~. 

Once again E:ula appears static and ind i fferent, yet strangely aloof: 

She just calmy and flatly refused to walk. She did 
not resort to tears and she did not even fight back 
emotionally, let alone physically. She just sat down, 
where, static, apparently not even thinking, she 
emanated an outrageous and immune perversity like a 
blooded and contrary filly too young yet to be particularly 
valuable, though which in another year or so would be, and 
for which reason its raging and harried owner does not 
dare whip it. (H., p. 98) 

Eula, once again appearing as a transcendent being, knows that any 
(i.t; 

effort she \oTOuld exert would be futile, yet she leks the means to 
~ 

convey this dilemma to others. Comparing Eula to the yOlmg filly 

also further relates Eula to nature and the creative foree. 

Faulkner elaborates on this quality when Jody says: "'She's just 

like a dog. Soon as she passes anything in long pants she begins 

to give off something. You can smell itl!" (H., p. 99) Eula is 

not animalistic in the commonly applied sense of being savage or 

uncivilized; her animalism occurs in her quality of being the actual 

creative force which attracts and arouses the animalistic gnd 
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sexually creative desire in others. That Eula does possess this 

quality is evidenced by the conditions surrounding her conception: 

"'So there was a old woman told my mammy once that if a woman 

showed her belly to the full moon after she had done caught, it 

would be a gal. So Mrs Varner taken and laid every night with the 

moon on her nekid belly, until it fulled and after. I could lay 

my ear to her belly and hear Eula kicking and scrouging like all 

get-out, feeling the moon.'" (H., p. 312) Thus from conception 

Eula is endowed with unusual qualities, herself being the product 

of more than human components. 

Attraction to Eula, which Faulkner frequently emphasizes, 

is illustrated when Eula's schoolteacher, Labove, tries t.o rape her. 
I . fl r "," I '1"-l~,'I\o;,:'~-t-Jt(-. "'}II"t." H.J~ 

(\;t:.~I;.~) \J'i\ .... .'\."-.~"",,:,. ...:0.--- II" 

Eula's ~~ Labove and her classmat.es ~~immediately contradictory 

to the ~;~~;tl .. 
By merely walking down the aisle between them she 
would transform the very wooden desks and benches 
themselves into a grove of Venus and fetch eve~J 
male in the room, from1he children just entering puberty 
to the grown men of nineteen and twenty, one of whom 
was already a husband and father, who could turn ten 
acres of land between sunup and sundown, springing 
into embattled rivalry, importunate each for precedence 
in immolation. (H., p. 115) 

Eula, however, remains oblivious to this seductive, near hypnotizing, 

effect she evokes. 

The degree of this uninvolvement becomes startlingly manifest 

when she responds to Labove's attempted rape by saying: "'Stop 

pawing me,' she said, 'You old headless horseman Icabod Crane. "' 

(H., p. 122) It seems to be a mistake or oversight of human 

creation that a being so sexually enticing could. so emotionally 
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transcend the lustfulness and impulsiveness of ordinary desires. 

This discrepancy is explained only by the fact that emotion or desire 

is not required in one who is herself the originator of these 

qualities. 

Although Labove is desparate in his longing for Eula, he does 

not view the possession of her in permanent terms: "And he did not 

want her as a wife, he just wanted her one time as man with a 

gangrened hand or foot thirsts after the axe-stroke which will 

leave him co::nnaratively ~,mole again." (H., p. 119) Here Eula's 

earthmother qualities make her into a type of healing force as 

~"""" Labove begins to recognize her ideal, superhuman .u.e-up. 
... 

This entire incident suggests the basic dif~erence between the 

values of Eula and Flem. As mentioned by Jody, and later by Labove, 

Eula is completely unmindful of the effect of her physical appearance: 

He Ljod~ knew that sh~ simpl~ did not care, doubtless 
did not even know it Lher leg! was exposed, and if she 
had known would not hava gone to the trouble to cover 
it ••• He Liabov!/ could see her, even smell her, sitting 
there on the school steps, eating the potato, tranquil 
and chewing and with that terrible quality of being 
not only helple~~sly and unawares on the outside of her 
clothing, but of being naked and not even knowing 
it. (H., pD. 101, 117) 

The nature of Eula's dress becomes irrelevant because she so 

overpowers the observer .. with what fills the clothing. In 

contrast to this, Flem concerns himself with the nature and effect 

of his clothing. This is to be expected since Flem is the economical 

man who must worry about conformity to standards and dressin>:: the 

part of the businessman. Eula, however, is content in her own being~ 
9~ ~"ts ,,"\- " .. cd,. ;s ,\,;., 

~~Reyt depend~ on outward appearances to win her acceptance. 
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Labove':; predictions about Eula' s future husband explain the 
\""~':.'rl. 

~ basic contrast ~ Eula and Flam. When he envisions 

Eula's husband he characterizes him as "a dwarf, a gnome, without 

glands or desire, who would be no more a physical factor in her 

life than the owner's name on the fly-leaf of a book ••• thn crippled 

Vulcan to that Venus, who would not possess her but merely own her 

by the single strength which power gave, the dead power of money, 

wealth, gewgaws, baubles, as he migh+ own, not a picture, statue: 

a field, say." (H., p. 119) This picture of a shrivelled, senseless 
'fC~~V!l\l<""l.".", 

man contrasts sharply with the ~ and passion predominate 

in references to Eula. Both figures are developed to the extreme 

of becoming almost mythical caricatures; however, the basis of 

this rarity is attributec to two radically varying cases: non-humanity 

and super-humanity. 

The climax of the diverse impressions and personalities 

established in the characters of Flem and Eula occurs with the 

marriage of the two. Ironical as this marriage may appear, both 
t.,.. 

are suited tCl each other since neither can incorporate himself .. to 

the environment surrounding him. Just as Flem assmr.es control, 

unconsciously, effortlessly, of the center of the business world 

of Jefferson, Eula monopolizes 'the sexual activities of the town: 

••• the nucleus, the center, the centrice; ••• casting 
over them all that spell of incipient accouchement while 
refusing herself to be pawed at, preserving even within 
that aura of license and invitation in which she seemed 
to breathe and walk--or sit rather--a r-uthless chastity 
impervious even to the light prec3rious balance, the actual 
overlapping, of Protestant religious and sexual 
exci tement. (H., p. 129) 

Here Faulkner again stresses the earthmother, fertile aspects of 

Eula which allow her to ascend effortlessly to a state idealized 

and adored by others. 
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Although Eula has many suitors passionately longing to possess 

her, Hoake l'1c:Carron is the only one to achieve this fea.t~ 

in the physical sense. Hoake's virility is excessive, yet he lacks 

the responsibility neces:;ary to cope !-lith such as ideal creature 
l"" \-\o ... ~~ 

as Eula. As in Eula's earlier encounter with Labove, EulaAis 
,""t:.-

merely an object of desire whom tbQ .adwirer craves only for the 

momentary pleasure and prolonged glory associated with actual 

possession of her. In describing Eula' s nurnero'.Js sui tors, Faulkner 

a~ain uses a~imalistic terminology. Faulkner says the suitors 

came "like a stampede of cattle, trampling ruthlessly aside the children 

oi' last sUlTl!-r:er's yesterday." (H., p. 131) Following Hoake's victory 

over Eula, a n three men who had vied to possess her flee the state. 

Faulkner explains this event by saying "By fleeing too, they 

Lthe two innocent merl! put in a final and despairing bid for the 

guilt they had not compassed, the glorious shame of the ruin they 

did not do." (H., p. 141) By this incident the cherished status of 

the one Hho is finally virile enough to force Eula to succumb to 

him becomes apparent. 

These men, even the manly Hoake, lack the force and desire to 

permanently possess Eula. Adequate evidence is available to 

support Michael Millgate's suggestion that tr.ue ownership of Eula 

is closely linked with ownership of land.8 Eula's marriage seems 

even more ironic Wien Flem, who neither tills the land or practices 

any creati'JEl skill or craft, should come to be united with Eula, 

if only in the ler:al sense. The simultaneous ownership of Eula 

and land applies to Flem both literally and figuratively. Since the 

marriage is solely one of convenience, Will Varner gives Flem and 
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Eula the deed to the Old Frenchman Place as a wedding gift. Thus 

the marriage is not one of love, need, or even liking, but merely 

of convenien<:~e for the Varner name, Eul'!' s child, and Flem's 

prosperity. Flem reduces the sexually attractive Eula to a 

concrete, economic force of ordinary proportions, manageable by 

society. This red,~ction re-emphasizes Flem' 5 deficiency in evoking 

or instilling any type emotional response in himself or others. 

Unsuited as the two marria~e partners may seem for each other:; 

Faulkner says of Eula's attitude toward Flem: "She knew him well. 

She knew him so well that she never had to look at him anymore." 

(H., p.147) By this statement Faulkner undoubtedly establishes 

Eula as a superhu..'1lan creature, since to 1L.'1derstand Flem's coldness 

implies possession of extraordina~J emotions, and feelings. 

The possession of these sub-human characteristics although 

:nore fully developed and evident in Flem, are qualities 

characteristic, in some way, of all Snopes. Edmond Volpe 

characterizes the Snopes family collectively: "Before individuals 

have emerged, the new group is collectively considered immoral, 

unsanitary, excessively prolific, socially obnoxious, and economically 

unsc!'upulous and nushing,--in short, a menance to the community."9 

Warren Beck applys a similar generalization to Flem specifically when 

he describes him as the ultimate of the amoral, insensitive, and 

ruthless. lO 

In the h.ro remaining sections of The Hamlet, "The Long Sum.'Tler" 

and "The PeGLsants)' Faulkner primarily discusses incidents involving 

various members of the motley Snopes family. Two of these incidents, 
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specifically applicable to Flem, support the previous generalizations. 

The first ineident concerns Ike Snopes' perverted love for a ::!ow. 

The significance of this episode is in its description of another 

being who, like Eula ~, strives for happiness in a way 

unacceptable to society. A ~reater i:nportance evolves from its 

comic parallelism to the courtship of Eula. The spell which ~he cow 

casts upon Ike resembles the power Eula possessed over Labove, Hoake, 

and her other suitors: "He would smell her ••• Then he would see her; 

the bright thin horns of mornin a , of sun, would blow the mist away and 

reveal ner, planted, blond, dew-nearled, standing in the parted water 

of the ford, blow~ng into the water the thick, warm, heavy, milk-laden 

breath •••• " (Ho, p. 168) The idealization and longing D<e feels for 

the cow are the same passions Eula's suitors have experienced. Thus, 

Faulkner again reinforces the link between Eula and nature. 

The second incident concerns Mink Snopes' murder of Houston, an 

act committed not for the money involved, but to assert a primary 

human value, love of self. Once again a Snopes strives for perfection, 
'{l\;.,,!<;~ .:;.\ ("""':"'ff ",., ,'-, ~ ... ,"'t":., ""' 1t,~1'f1' ~ i, " \-A.'>l', \, ..... ,"' ... 

or at least betterment, but i.e sti:fle6: beCAU,~ of' ~th e irm-erent family 
,~ . ~ ~\. y""", s..,...,~I'" ~,,:,-;JI'd' .. 4-

qJJ.a1j..4Lowh;i.ch._~~s"' thM. ~9mpwt&n:t..",t,Q.-.a.e&~±.a.t.e..~·~><&f----&tAepS. 

Houston demands that Mink pay the p01md fee for the wintering of 
J.tOt\· ... ~ 

Mink's cow. I..Jfhis demand illustrates the same dehui'Tlanizing force whieh 

Flem strives to exert. It is this attempt to control human life 

."hieh angers Mink and incites his rebellion, initially against 

Houston and later against Flam. 

Before moving to The Town, in which Flem actually moves his 

family to Jeffel'son making hinself available for more material 

advancement ~nd gain, discussion of one additional figure is necessary. 
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Although V. K. Ratliff is not a Snopes, and contributes little to the 

action of the novel, he provides significant comment and valuable 

insight into the characters of the two figures under discussion. 

The sewing ma2hine agent~~the continuous traveler and conveyor 
'¥.,.'\\~(~ 

of gossip for Frenchman's Bend, makes the study of Snopesism his 
tI. 

major preoccupation. It is he who casually relays the Snopes history 

of barn-burning to Will Varner and keeps all of Frenchman's Bend 

up-to-date on the latest Snopes count in the village. Ratliff is, of 

course, present when Flem and Eula come to Jefferson to be married: 

"He saw the three of them cross the Square from the bank to the court 

house and followed them. He 'lalked past the door to the Chancery Clerk's 

office and saw them inside; he could have waited and Seen them go 

from t.here to the Circuit Clerk's office and he could have witnessed the 

marriage, but he did not. He did not need to." (H., p. 148) Ratliff's 

reactions are characteristic of the fore-kn01.J'ledge many of the- t01ffiS-

people possess 0:' the Snopes' actions, but he, like all the others, 

lacks any feasible method of restraining OJ:' diverting their ambitions. 

Ratliff establishes the actual extent of Flem's coldness and 

non-humanity through his parable of the encounter of Flem Hith the 

Prince in hell. Several of Flem's idiocyncracies are reinforced in 

Ratlif£,'s para':)le. • Flem's soul is so small that it has distntegrated 

even in an asbestos f'latch,:)ox. When the Prince suggests bribing Flem, 

vTho demands his soul, the guard says that that will not trork since 

"He's got the law." This reflects Flem's rigid conformity to society's 
~\.r&~)" 

acceptable eodes of conduct. As the ends, the Prince cries in despair: 
" 

"'Take itl Take itl'I! (H., p. 155) A similar plea was uttered 

earlier by Will Varner in response to Flem's unnoticed and uncontrollable 
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assum~tion of pm.ar in the to'tm. Both ha'.:e experienced Flem t s 

innate ability to force people to suc:-:wrlb to his will, and, thus, 

enhance his prosperity. 

R"ltliff shOl.rs his unusual foresi;:;ht in Snopes ffi'l.tte:rs again 

when Mink is waitjng for Flem to come to get him out of jail: 

"Flem aint coming back here until that trial is over and finished." 

(H., p. 270) As seen later in the tri1ogy, Flem returns, but makes 

~o effort to assist Hink; not bec3.~Jse he actually hates ';'vl:"Lnk, but 

because Flem performs only +~'10se actLms conoucive to l:is per:~o;'1al 

advancement. 

As the :'irst novel of the trilogy enis, Eula and Flem are seen 

riding to\..Jard Jefferson: " ••• the plaid cap, the steady and deliberate 

jaw, the minute omf and the white shi:ct; '-,he oth,:::r face calm and 

beautiful and by its expression carven or even corpse-like looking 

not at them eertainly and maybe not at anything they knew." (H., p. 370) 
. ~ 

Eula-still beautiful, Flem changed physically, but both still U\..I-
" I' . , 

detached from each other and ~"rorn any othe r living being. 

II 

A change in th::; struc~:ure of The Town, the second book o~ 

Faulkner's t:~i1og:y, necessitates an alteration in the method of 

examining the novels. AlthJur-;h ~aulklprts .amployment of the multiple-

narrator ap1:iroach and the frequent recapitu'_ation of events r'1ay at 

-the outset give the novel the appearance of an unorganized JXllble of 

thQu;::;hts, these techniques al101" Faulkner to explore the characters 

and relationshios of the =igures concerned in t';reaterdepth and from 

a greater va;:-iety of vie'-r;:)Q~'1ts. In accordance with Faul'mer's 
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structure of The Town, discussion of this novel will be less 

sequential. Instead, general patterns of action for each figure 

will be discussed in relation to the value conflict under consideration. 

Edmond Volpe provides a valid appraisal of the multiple-narrator 

technique 1-ThEm he states its purpose as enabling the writer to point -t;; 

ttP'the diffieulties ~ making moral decisions and to reveal the 

complexity of personality. Volpe expands his explanation of this 

method by stating its usefulness when exploring the difficulties 

involved in a.pproaching the truth, and the actual isolation everyone 

has from his fellow man. Volpe says that with this method the reacler 

becomes more involved in the search for absolute truth and experiences 

the frustrations thereby incurred. ll 

Volpe's explanation relates to Ih£ ~ in that essentially 

the c0nflict FaulKner presents concerns individuals striving for 

tr'-lth and for' the type actions appropriate for survival and advancement. 
) 

This striving inevitably forces the individual to make many moral 

decisions and to learn to cope :d th his fellow man. 

The conflict in the trilogy, which occurs at present between 

Eula and Flem, is a value conflict; that is a difference of opinion 

concerning what character traits are valuable, admirable. This confron-

tation necessarily entails the making of many moral decisions and the 

judging of acts according to their morality; that is, their conformity 

to what is f~enerally accepted as being right or wrong. Eula' s sexual, 

human values conflict with Flem's materialistic, sub-h~~n values. 
")!J"(,~(1,\"'1,. 

Each~, therefore, necessarily becomes faced with a moral 

decision when deciding what values are most worthwhile to him, and 

whether or not they are in accordance with the condoned values of 

society. 
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In The To~~ Flem strives to acquire a more admirable, secure 

position in the Jefferson society. In doing this a change in his 

former method of manipulating people occurs. Earlier Volpe's 

basically der~ogatory characterization of the entire Snor~s family 

was given. After studying these qualities, he concludes that 

Snopesism eventually condenses into Flemism.12 In ~ Hamlet 

Faulkner leaves the impression that Flem is the archtype of evil, 

an evil attributable to perhaps the worst crime of all, a lack of 

humanity, compassion Bor any individual. Volpe develops his case 

further by stating that by the end of The ~, Faulkner has humanized 

Flem, a conclusion the value of which will be dealt with by 

discussing what actually happens in ~ Town. 

After serving at Varner's store, Flem advances to the position 

of superintendent of the Jefferson power plant. The unrestrainable 

force which Flem continues to exert upon the town is shown by the 

populace's reaction to the appointment: "Our outrage was primarily 

shock; shock not that Flem had the job, we had not got that far yet, 

but shock that we had not known until now that the job existed." 

(T., p. 9) Flem's influence becomes so predominant that positions 
't:. .... ::! "" .) I", \ ~ , ''''\" t.. '!'''' .... * 

are created to enlarge the realm of his authority, aDd bQP8~y 
'01: ~\;"" \..,.). , 

to tp;r tre contain~ in this area. 

After an audit, officials find that a sizeable amount of brass 

is missing from the plant. Flem quietly pays the money required for 

the stolen brass (no'i1 in the water tank) and conveniently resigns his 

position/thus saving face in the community. The water tank, a symbol 

of Flem's attempted theft, as described by the young Charles Mallison, 

becomes to the Jefferson community not a "Honument" to Flem Snopes, 
""r\t.",t~ 

but a "footprint" (T., p. 3) signifying ~ move toward more rewarding 
J 

endeavors. 
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This episode presents Flem in a somewhat different light than 

that outlined in ~ Hamlet. While working in Varner's store, 

Flem becomes noted for his unfailing accuracy. Now that he has moved 

to Jefferson--into the world of bigFer business--Flem must adjust to 

a new business code; one which hypocritically condones even dishonesty 

if beneficial to the culpl"it. l'1uch of the humanization Volpe describes 
,."1:1, -\~""~ 

occurs during this episode. It is then that Flem is shown as finally 
;. 

succumbing to one of society's demands: pay the money, or give up 

and have the situation brought to the town's attention. ~ paying, 

Flem shows some weakness, fault, characteristic of all other humans. 

Flem's removal or reloc"ltion of various Snopes demonstrates 

further the extreme nature of his ambition to better his social 

status in the co~~unity and supports Volpe's comment that Snopesism 

eventually reduces to Flemism. Ratliff describes Flem's tactics of 

manipulating members of his family so as to put Flem in the most 

beneficial position as "Farming Snopeses." (T., p. 31) Byron's 

embezzlement, 1.0.'s stupidity, Montgomery Ward's pornographic 

establishment, and Mink's murder prompt Flem's remov~l of the 

respective Snopes from Jefferson since the presence of each tarnishs 

Flem's name, reputation, and hinders his advancement. 

The degree of Flem's autotomy in Jefferson is apparent by 

Gavin Stevens' explanation that "when I say 'they' I mean Snopeses; 

when you say 'Snopeses' in Jefferson you mean Flam Snopes ...... 

(T., p. 33) Without realizing it, the whole community gradually 

concedes all positions of respect and authority to Flem, and Flem 

demands or accepts them regardless of the steps needed to attain them. 

As Flem continues his quest for authority, Eula leads her 

life in an environment rarely integrated with Flem's. In fact, 
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Faulkner never presents Eula and Flem in conversation with each other; 

thus, the two continue to live their separate lives attracted only 

by their different, yet both unusual, qualities. ",1 Llroa:~h <1n The 
b-• .r 

Town Eula, like Flem, becomes a more realistic figure~ even after 
- 10. 

v .... ,J .. ~~ 1\,\1 ~yY' ,"n ~ t<v .~1;A·a J 

attempts are made to integrate her w,;U;h-'-~~a[~:tlt.~A)ia-ia~ .. ,~, 

the elevated position Faulkner has previously established for her 
"l .......... p'., 

remains in tact. In The .!.2!m ~.~~;of Eula still aliens a 

picture of a volumptuous, super-human female. As in The Hamlet, 

Eula remains associated with inactivit7, accepting her status in life, 

not knowing how to change it. Flem, on the other hand, is the center 

of activity in his efforts to mold his environment to benefit himself. 

The excitement and awe Eula produces in the male occurs even for 

the young Charles Hallison: "She wasn't too big, heroic, what they 

call Junoesque. It was that there was just too much of what she was 

for anyone human female package to contain, and hold: too much of 

white, too much of female, too much of maybe just glory •••• " 

(T., p. 6) While Eula continues to drive the opposite sex insane 

merely with her appearance, she maintains her air of coldness, oblivious 

to the response she instills in others: " ••• just moving, walking in 

that aura of decorum and modesty and solitariness ten times more 

immodest and a hundred times more disturbing than one of the bathing 

sui ts young women would begin to -..tear about 1920 •••• " (T., p. 9) 

As before, even ,·,hen performing the most ordi~ry actions, Eula continues 

to be a symbol of the perfect, yet inaccessible, female. 

In The Town Faulkner also presents a woman's view of Eula. 

Charles' mother comments: '''Women are not interested in morals. 

They aren't even intere~ted in unmorals. The ladies of Jefferson don't 
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care what she does. What they will never forgive is the way she 

looks. No: the way Jefferson gentlemen look at her. If' (T., p. 48) 

This comment, while it reinforces the impression Eula has upon males, 
r\dJl:.-"ti. ·tt..... c'V~\'~ . '., 

helps to ~ her ~ other females ~~rs. 11allison~~¥ 
e,~' 

observ~ that not just Eula, but all females, possess a tVJ~ of 

unconcern regarding morals. 

An actual attempt to make Eula and Flem ordinary citizens 

occurs when they are invited to the annual Cotillion Christmas Ball. 

If the purpose of the invitation is to convince the town, and Eula 

and Flem, that Eula and Flem are no different than the other Jefferson 

citizens, the attempt fails. It fails because the rush on corsages 

before the dance, de Spain's dancing with Eula, and the fight after 

the dance only serve to further establish Flem's growing autotomy 

and Eula's persistent sexuality. 

An examination of the relationship Eula cultivates with two 

additional males provides comment concerning Eula's value system as 

well as offering further contrast to Flem's value system. Eula's 

affairs with these men are all part of her search to find, in the 

life surrounding her, values complementary to hers. In The Town 

Eula's first extended relationship is with de Spain, a war veteran, 

now mayor of Jefferson. As Charles Mallsion observes: " ••• our whole 

town was accessory to that cuckolding ••• " (T., p. 15) and participates 

vicariously in it to compensate for their (Eula and de Spain) own 

cowardice in performing such a socially-unacceptable act. Although 

this act is one which all of Jefferson should readily denounce, the 

nature of the two victims prohibits their objections: "So when we 

- first saw Mrs.Snopes walking in the Square giving off that terrifying 
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impression that in another second her flesh itself would burn her 

garments off, leaving not even a veil of ashes between her and the 

light of day, it seemed to us that we ~-rere watching Fate, a fate of 

which both s~'l.e and Mayor de Spain were victims." (T., p. 14) Eula 

and de Spain's actions are not to spite Flem, but to satisfy Eula's 

own longing for reciprocal human concern and to try to satis;fy the 

gift for understanding and compassion she has developed. Like 

McCarron, de Spain obeys his impulses with no thought of actual 

ownership of Eula, and Flem, in turn, remains undisturbed so long 

as his claim to true ownership is stable. 

Eula persues another relationship with Gavin Stevens. Stevens 

occupies an unusual role in the remainder of the trilogy. This role 

is characteriz.ed by his unexplainable impulse to protect the town, 

and, as will be seen later, particularly Eula's daughter Linda, from 

submission to the evil and destructive force embodied in the Snopes, 

and ultimately Flem Snopes. The presence of Stevens in the trilogy 

provides another contrast to Flem's character. Warren Beck defines 

the elements of this contrast by stating that the "magnaminity of 

Stevens' concern for both Eula and Linda, resting in moral conviction, 

is the opposite pale to Snopes meanness. ttl ] Beck recognizes that the 

basic struggle between Eula and Flem is one of values; furthermore, 

that Stevens' difficulty arises from his inability to comprehend the 

existence of a being as cold and inhuman as Flem. In addition, 

Stevens fails to understand the nonchalance of Eula in her attitude 

toward Flem and society. If he were able to perceive Eula's amorality 

and Flem's power, he would r'Clalize the futility of his battle. Since 

Euma is life, she needs no defense; likewise, society, personified in 
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Flem, must ultimately obey the laws of nature. Considering these 

statements, :it is evident that Stevens' endeavors are predestined to 

failure. 

Charles Mallsion summarizes his uncle's vain devotion to Eula 

and Linda: "What he was doing was simply defending forever with his 

blood the principle that chastity and virtue in women shall be 

defended whether they exist or not." (T., p. 76) As previously 

stated, \-Tomen are unconcerned with the problem of morals; therefore, 
~1A.v.o-t; 

Stevens' attempts apf;ear to be inappropriate. Stevens" valiant! ~ 

evoke a tinge of sympathy, yet he is almost disgusting in his blind 

idealism and gallant endeavors to liberate Eula and Linda. 

An element of comedy also surrounds Stevens since his obsession 

with protecting the Snopes women stems purely from an inner feeling 

that this is his "duty." Physical attraction plays a very minor role 

in this relationship as verified by Stevens' horror when Eula offers 

herself to him in his office: "'Do it here. In your office ••• Because 

you are unhappy.'" (T., pp. 91-93) This i.ncident supports Paul 

Levine's co~ent th~t Stevens is impotent~ Stevens' impotency is not 

physicaJ1t as Flem's is; nevertheless, his lack of some quality 

leaves him unable to cope realistically \dth his environment. Stevens' 

deficiency stems from an extreme reliance upon idealistic attitudesr..e.---' 

Flem's from a reliance unon a purely materialistic outlook of life. 

Both figures also fail to communicat'e with Eula. Stevens' struggle 

stems from the ideal picture he constructs of Eula, not from what she 

actually is. This moral rigidity is as unrelated to Eula's natural 

being as Flem's materialistic system. 
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This situation also provides a further comparison ~ the 

characters of Eula and Flem. Mj.llgate suggests that in The Town 

Eula has come down to earth and become more practical.IS Eula 

tries to conduct herself in a manner which she feels will bring 

her satisfaction and happiness. As Faulkner states, Eula, who 

previously has represented life itself, now becomes "larger than 

Hfe.,tl6 Although Eula temporarily adopts some of the values 

silently condoned by society, she finds that even this fails to 

bring the satisfaction for which she is searching. Eula remains 

incapable of achieving absolute contentmentt. since she exists in a 

23. 

world which she herself has helped to structure, mold; she is life, 

human and natural. In The Hamlet Faulkner states that Eula understands 

Flem. Now, through Ratliff's speech, Faulkner states that "The only 

one of the whole three of them that understood her was Flem ••• and she 

never did realize that she understood him because she didn't have no 

way of telling him because she didn't know herself how she done it." 

(T., pp. 99, 101) Here Faulkner makes it unquestionably clear that 

Eula, too, is unable to communicate with her environrr:ent since she 

embodies values, such as pure love, sincere understanding, that are 

never found in society. Although their conflicting value systems 

impose a conwlunication barrier between them, Eula and Flem, nevertheless, 

experience a silent understanding stemning from their common 

alienation from smciety. 

Faulkner continues to constrast the conflicting values and ways 

of life possessed by Flem and Eula in his descriptions of th~~attitudes 

toward and treatment of Eula's daughter Linda. Although Linda appears 

as a less interesting personality than Eula, she inherits the sexual 
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attraction so predominant in Eula. Linda, like Eula, is seldom 

e.<" 
r".entioned as p8forming any activity since she appears primarily 

24. 

as a figure who has precipitated the marriage of Eula and Flem, and 

who must now be maneuvered to assure the greatest gains for Flem. 

Stevens and his nephew Charles agree upon the effect Linda 

produces: 

••• the eyes not hard and fixed so much as intent, 
oblivious; fixed and unblinking on something past 
us, beyond us, behind us, as a young pointer will 
walk over you if you don't move out of its way, 
during the last few yards before the actual point ••• 
the young pointer bitch, the maiden bitbh of course, 
the virgin bitch ••• not proved and not really 
oblivious; just immune in intensity and ignorance 
and innocence as the sleepHalker is for the 
moment immune from the anguishes and agonies of 
breath. (T., p. 132) 

With this description.lFaulkner establishes Linda as a figure with 

the same sexual interest and aloofness as Eula possessed. The 

comparison to the pointer also establishes a link between Linda and 
11).(" 

nature simi~ to the existing bond between Eula and nature. 

Eula is a Snopes only by marriage; Linda is one only by 

name. As Stevens becomes aware of Linda's presence in Jef:'erson, 

he abruptly realizes that "all Snopeses are male ••• as if 'Snopes' 

~<" 
were some profound a~d incontrovertible ~aphroditic principle 

for the furtherance of a race, a species, the principle vested 

always physically in the male •••• " (T., p. 136) From this observation 

follows the inevitable result th·,t these women must inherently be in 

opposition to Flem since Flem is a Snopes and Snopes is a unique 

breed of ambition, corruption, and trouble. Snopeses do not live with 

people, bub merely exist; therefore, even the more human Linda must 

remain alienated from them. Stevens' mistake in trying to "form 
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Linda's mind," by giving her books of poetry, and encouraging her 

to enroll in an upper-class college, is his failure to realize, and 

this oec0mes evident at the close of the trilogy, that Snopes~~ 

cannot be conquered, unless they concede to victory. Blinded by 

his extreme idealism, which, like Snopesism is a mascluine, not a 

'" felllinine principle, Stevens p.rsues his useless efforts to rescue 
oMl ! ,,_c< \ut,1\t1:-

Linda from the evil :!~ of Flem. Stevens, however, is rudely 

shaken to his senses during his visit to the Snopes residence in an 

'" effort to persuade Eula to give her permission for Linda's p.n-sual 

of the enrichment program Stevens has outlined for her. 

During St~vens' visit, the actual extent of Flem's baseness and 

insensitivity becomes manifest. Before Stevens visits Eula, Ratliff 

tries to make him reali~e what exactly is the goal which Flem will 

go to any means to achieve. Stevens hints at what this goal is 

when he observes that Flem "was trying to be wha:; he--a Snopes or 

anyway a Flem Snopes--thought a bank vice-president was or should 

be." (T., p. 137) After Flem assumes this position, almost unnoticed 

bv the Jefferson citizenry, Ratliff attempts to explain the nature of 

Flem's quest: 

But this-here new thing he has done found out it's 
nice to have, is different. It's like keeping warm 
in winter or cool in summer or peace or being free 
or contentment. You cant just count it and lock it 
up somewhere safe and forget about it until you feel 
like looking at it again. You got to work at it 
steady, never to forget about it. It's got to be out 
in the open, where folks can see it, or there aint no 
such thing. (T., p. 175) 

This quality prompts Flem's removal of Montgome~ Ward from 

Jefferson, his trip to Memphis to purchase furniture appropriate 

for his position of prominence in the community, and even drives him 

to blackmailing Eula. 
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Flem's desire for power forces him to soften his business 

tactics when the action assures him of greater rewards. His 

base and self-centered aims, however, do not weaken in his 

handling of Eula ~nd Linda. As he uses Linda to further his own 

26. 

social positi~n, Flem realizes that certai~ values, such as respe~tability 

and fr~ndship, formerely foreign to him, must now be inculcated into 

his values. The importance which the trait of respectability h&s for 

Flem has previously been exemplified by his complete elimination of any 

undesirable Snopes elements from the society. When Flem's goal is 

attainable through his own efforts, he ohtains it with no problems. 

He quickly educates himself in all the bAnking procedures because Flem 

is not ignorant: tt ••• he didn't know the inner ,,Jorkings of banks not 

because of ignorance but simply because he had not had opportunity 

and time yet to teach himself." (T., p. 277) However, when Flem is 

in a situation which places him in contact with others, Flem demonstrates 

what Stevens calls innocence, or more specifically, social innocence: 

"He has no friends. I mean, he knew he didn't have any friends because 

he had never (and never would) intended to have them, be cluttered .... rith 

them, be constantly vulnerable or anyway liable to the cfeeping 

sentimental l~rasitic importunity ~mich his observation had shown him 

friendship meant." (T., p. 279) A portir)n of Flem's humanizing, 

vThich Volpe speaks of, occ:urs ,·;hen Flem realizes that" •• • you needed 

friends for the simple reason that at any time a situation could--

and in time "\wuld, no matter who you were--arise when you could use 

them; could not only use them but would have to, since nothing else 

save friendship, ••• would do." (T., p. 279) Stevens prefers to attribute 

Flem's deficiency to his early and long efforts to succeed; however, 
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from 14'lem's treatment of Eula and Linda it seems more plausible to 

contend that he is the victim of an inherent personality defect, 

and merely does nothing to counteract it. This fault of Flem's) 

which manifests itself in the form of extreme materialism, is evident 

by .t''lem's attitude toward money. The perceptive Katliff recocrnizes 

Flem's materialistic nature when he says that 14'lem has more than 

respect for money; he has 'ireverence" for it. .r·lem ",alues his money 

so dearly that he refuses to keep it in the bank of which he is vice-

president since the vulnerability of the bank has been demonstrated 

by someone as stupid '3.nd cowardly as his cousin Byron being able to 

rob it. 

The major factor compelling !I'lem to change not only his way of 

life, but to adopt a new code of ethics, is Eula's daughter Linda. 

Stevens summarizes thl; situation: 

That was his problem. Probab~y except for the really 
incredible mischance that the bastard child he had 
given his name to hap::ened to be female, he would never 
needed to surmount it. He may have contented himself 
with fhe drowsy dream of his revenge, himself but half 
awake in the long-familiar embrace of his cuckoldry 
as you recline in a familiar chair with a familiar 
book, if his wife's bastard had not been a girl. (T., p. 283) 

Ratliff is the first to recognize the implications Linda's sex has 

for Flem and his subsequent attempt to defer her marriage: 

Billy Varner made a will leaving half of his property 
to Miz Varner and half to Jody. When ~ula was born, he 
made a new will leaving that same first half to Miz 
Varner and the other half split in two equal parts, one 
for Jody and one for Eula ••• So he don't dare risk letting 
that girl leave Jefferson and get married, because he 
knows that Eula will leave him ~oo then. (T., pp. 227-228) 

Although Flem knows of ~ula's adultery, he ignores it as long as he 

can use and manipulate her in a fashion beneficial to him. Althol~h 
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Flem hopes to benefit from the si':.uati:m, the relationship also 

enhances Eula's and Li~da's reputatiJns; ~evertheless, Eula and 

28. 

Linda have not the slightest gratituJe for him. The question 

concerning Eu1_a, Linda, and Flem seems to be: Did Eula and Linda 

really 01.[e Flem anything, and if so, ,"muld Flem have known how to 

accept the gratitude, or TNhatever it was t~ey owed him, if they had 

offered it? From the previous discussi:m of the value conflict 

existing he .... ~oJeen BulB and FleM, and later Linda and Flem, the obvious 

response is no. Gratitude, '.1nderstanding, love are thef'eminine 

qualities in the novel, incomprehensible to the masculL"hj mind. The 

masc~ine society Flem represents cannot accept, or even understand, 

the existence of such values. That this respbnse is valid becomes 

apparent by Eula's suicide and the ensuing consequences. 

The climax of false apcearances and. valiant attempts to make 

life pure ani meaningful occurs T.vi th Eula' s suicide. Naomi Jackson 

explains Eu.la's suicide by referring again to the "White Goddess," 

Helen, im8ge Faul~ner has given Eula. This Goddess must have her 

divinity acknowledged to exist; however, since de Spain is no Paris, 

the correct form of admiration~s absent, thus necessitating Eula's 

renoval from unsatisfactory surroundinRs.17 This event has implications 

and repercussions not only for :'he immediate figures involved 

(Flem, Eula, Linda, de Spain), but also for tlte entire citizenry 

of Jefferson. Followi.:'lg :.his event, Hayor de Spain must hJPocritically 

conceal his grief or operuy publicize his guilt. Like Haake earlier, 

he solves th,: problem by running s\.[ay. The event also affects the 

entire torm since for the past eigh:'een years all of its ::1embers have 

silently condoned Eula's adu.ltry with de Spain: 



The town itself was divided into two camps, ••• the women 
"ltlho hated Mrs, Snopes for having grabbed ~'1r. de Spain 
first or hated Mr. de Spain for having preferred Hrs, 
Snope,s to them, and the men who were jealous of De Spain 
because they were not him or hated him for being younger 
than they or braver than they (they called it luckier 
of course); and those of both sexes--no: the same sour 
genderless sex--who ~ated them Doth for having fotmd or 
made together something wmich they themselves had 
failed to make •••• (T., pp. 307-308) 

Perhaps the town agrees to accept this adulterous relationship since 

Flem himself provides no objections to the affair. Eli-la's sexuality 

stirs no excitement in the ~11 materialistic, ~ 

impotent, Flem. As long as the town hushes the situation, Flem can 

allow it to continue with no danger to his coveted reputation. 

Eula realizes Flem's thinking follows this pattern when she warns 

Stevens not to pity Flem, for that would be one thing he could not 

bear since he can live with his condition, having known no other. 

The effE3ct the suicide has on Linda is not completely revealed 

in ~~; hm"ever, certain implications are made. Flem demonstrates 

his influencc3 and power over Linda ~-Ihen he showers her with graduation 

gifts and convinces her to stay in Jefferson. Linda naturally wants 

to love Flem like her father; therefore, when Stevens lies, telling 

her that Flem"js really her father, she believes him. In reality 

Linda knows Flem is not her father; thus, she is free to side with 

her mother, Eula. 

Eula's death pro'Tides ~ explanation f'or her actions during 

her life. Paul Levine calls Eula's suicide "the first real act 

of love in the novel.,,18 Ratliff suggests boredom as the motivating 

factor in Eula' suicide. The implications of these two conflicting 

responses, love and boredom, fUrther illustrate Eula's estrangement 

from society. The love she tries to express is so pure and si~cere 
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that the average person mistakes her final sacrifice as a symbol of 

her boredom with life. If Eula ,las bored, the boredom stems from 

her continual inability :'0 arouse a satisfying response in the male 

world; thus, she devotes her life, in fact gives her life, for the 

safety and betterment of her child. 

The realization of t,his forces Stevens to see that "She loved, 

had a capacity to love, for love, to give and accept love. Only she 

tried hiice a.nd failed twice to "'ind somebody not just strong enough 

to deserve, earn it, match it, but even brave enoug \1 to accept it." 

(T., p. 359) Of the two lovers Eula has had, one ran off and the 

other meets her only in secret; t~us, her dau~hter becomes the only 

recipient for the love and concern she has and must give. Faulkner 

describes her devotion to Linda '::Iy saying she felt it "would be 

bett,er for this girl to have a mother who comn:itted suicide than a 

mother who ran off vlith a 10ver.,,19 Possessing a capacity for love 

too great for any human to cope with, Eula attempts to guard Linda's 

reputation by trying to pacify Flem. It is not surprising that Eula's 

humanity is beyond Flem's scope of understanding; however, her humanity 

0.. 
so exceeds that of ordialfY beings th~ she herself cannot bear the 

continual lack of response or maltreatment of it. 

The death of E~la provides Flem with the opportune moment for 

achieving the highest success--the bank presidency; furthermore, he 

has the opportunity to strengthen his role as the ideal citizen. 

Attempting to obtain a stronger hold over the Jefferson population 

.s 
and to assure Linda of her sUD~osed parentry, Flem ~ erect~ a 

monument to Eula. The inscription on the monument, itA Virtuous Wife 

Is a Crown to Her Husband Her Children Rise and Call Her Blessed," 
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obviously does not apply to this family; hOTN'ever, the town must 

accept -:'1e statement as true or publicize their guilt of conconing 

the sin of E~la and de Spain. 

Flem halO: driven Eula to her death A.nd acquired the coveted 

position of bank president. He moves into de Spain's abandoned 

mansion and ideally should he the happiest of men. At this point 

it wCJuld appeA.r that Flem's system of values has been victorious, 

but although Flem is rid of Eula, ~e is opposed again in The lViansion 

by Linda. 

III 

In ~ Hansion, the final ~ovel of the trilogy, Faulkner must 

rssolve, or at least deduce some conr.:nsion, concerning the value 

conflict previously developed. The con"'lict, introchced by the contrast 

between the humanistic, warm, loving 7alues of Eula Varner Snopes and 

tl-J.e sub-human, col:i, m.aterialistic values of Flem Snof-l6'S, now appears 

between Flem and his step-dau~;hter Linda, who perpetrates the values 

previously inculcated in Eula. In The lvlansion Faulkner also uti 1 i'7..es 

Mink Snopes c:LS a link between tJ:e two op;.:>osing systems. It is through 

Hink's determin'ltion to revenge Flem for b(~in?C the precipita+Jing cause 

of his imprisonI'lent that Flem is finally destroyed. 

Mink kills Houston, not because Houston's requirer:.ent that 

.tvIink pay for th.e W'interirg of his cow is unjust, but because 

encL 
HO'.lston' s insist~ that Mink pay an extra one dollar pOlmd fee is 

an insult to Hink's pride and honor. By taking the pound fee 

requirement as a degration to his character, Mink shows his Snopes 

quality. As seen previously, Flem, the epitome of Snopesj.sm, concerns 

himself chiefly with adherance to the current dress standard; thus, 

assuring his impression as a respectable citizen. 
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In contrast to this, Mink is unconcerned with the monetary 

aspect of the case. This offers a direct contrast to the materialistic 

Flem whom Ratliff has described as having "reverence" for money. The 

extreme valUH Flem places upon money is evident even to other Snopes. 

Montgomery Ward Snopes, who agrees to aid Flem in a scheme to deter 

Mink's parole, describes Flem: "'All your life is worth to you is 

about five hundred, mostly in trade, on the installment plan.'" 

(M., p. 67) Although Montgomery Ward and Mink both possess elements 

of Snopesism, even they ~ecognize Flem as completely devoid of any 

human sympathy or understanding. 

Faulkner strengthens Mink's link between these two systems by 

associating Mink with the forces of the land. This association 

with the land, and with the natural world, is evident superficially 

in l'-1ink's name. Faulkner elaborates the association between Hink 

and nature by describing i·link's view of the land as stronger than 

man, and as some~_hing which is continually trying to wear him out; 

nevertheless, he expresses a sense of hope and determination. 

This hope stems from rnan's being able to burn the land each year and 

begin anew. After working the land in the prison for a time, 

Mink realizes not only that his labor is worthless since it neither 

changes nor produces anything, but also that he does not even belong 

to the land now: 

People of his kind never had owned even temporarily 
the land which they believed U"ey had rented behreen 
one New Year's and the next one. It was +he land 
itself which owned them ••• in Derpetuity ••• the earth 
itself passing their doomed indigence and poverty 
from holding to holdinr; of its thralldom as a family 
or (~lan does a hopelessly bankrupt tenth cousin. 
That was past now. He no longer belonged to the land 
• •• He oelonged to the p;o'lernment, the state of 
l'1ississip"8i. (H., p. 91) 
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It is the realization that "it was the land itself which owned 

them" that b:"ings Mink's triumph and Flem's destruction. Flem's 

mistake has been in trying to own the l'l.nd, and in pfrsuing 

false appearances. Unlike Mink, Flem realizes too late that one 

must follow nature's values, not those of the material world. 

Mink associates with the women by his adoption of a similar 

value system. This link lid thshe 1.J"omen is illustrated outwardly 

when Mink attempts to escape from prison by disguising himself as 

a woman. Flem plants MOYltgomery \iard Snopes in the prison to 
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convince Mink of the practicality of the plan. Since Flem realizes 

the plan will fail, his insistence that Montgomery Ward instigate 

the plan only emphasizes his lack of human sympathy and heightens 

the difference between the values he and Eula practice. 

Since Mink's association with the land connects him with Eula, 

he automati~ally allies with Linda, the perpetrator of Eula's values, 

in The Mansion. Earlier Ratliff recoc'nizes the force of life 

present in Eula: tlEula never done no ',laiting. Likely she never 

knowed what the Hord meant, like the ground, dirt, the earth, 

whatever it is in it th2t Flakes seed sprout at the right time dont 

know nor need to know what waiting means." (M., p. 120) 
0,"",~. ~~K;"~ ~~,~ ... ~ 

:AUbQ~gh ' 

Eula dies, the land, the force of life which she symbolizes, continues 

in the character of Linda~ b-6l '., ..... ~~~A..:. , .. Vl'~ L~""""* J ",:"'J-\. S'~,~. 

Linda possesses, although to a lesser degree, many of the 

awesome qualities previously associated with Eula. The reaction to 

Linda's mere existence is one of disbelief since the possibility 

of finding one 1'7orthy and virile enough to aid Eula in reproduction 
o.t' 

Seems remote. Society gapes ~Linda ±n,amazement~ 



LOn!? couldn't help but look at Eula Varner's child with 
a kind of amazement, like at some minute-sized monster, 
since anybody, any man anyhow, that ever looked at Eula 
once couldn't help but believe that all thatnuch vlOman 
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in jest one simple normal-sized chunk couldn't possibly 
been fertilized by anything as frail and puny in comparison 
as jest one single man; that it would a taken t.hat whole 
gene~:"atiCln ()f young concentrated men to seeded them, as 
the feller says, splendid--no; he would a said magnificent-
loins. (M., p. 114) 

Recalling Eula's magnificence, much of the awe and interest 

formerly given to her is unconsciously transferred to Linda. 

Faulkner strengthens Linda's character as he presents the 

attitudes of Stevens and Flem regarding Linda's going away to school. 

When Stevens goes to Europe to study, he leaves his nephew Charles 

Mallison ~dth the "load" or "fort"--the battle to save the town 
Gre~vJ~"""'" 

from Snopes. Upon his return, he learns Linda has gone to ""f'e~1'\ie~ 

Village. When Ratliff asks him why he did not marry Linda, even 

when Eula encourages him to do so, Stevens replies: "' ••• she's got 

too much time left to run into something \oJ'hen she might need me.'" 

(M., p. 151) 

\~en Flem finally allows Linda to attend a school fifty miles 

away at Oxford, Lind'J's response to Flem's sudden change of attitude 

exemplifies the contrast existing between their value systems; a 

contrast pa:t'allel to the one previously evident between Eula and 

Flem: "'If you jest realized now that grandfather's money aint as 

important as my life, I could a told you that all the time; if you 

had jest told me two years ago that all you was was .jest skeered, 

I would a eased you then .••. tt, (M., p. 144) This statement follows 

Linda's realization that "the only thing he loved was money." 

(M., p. 143) When Linda realizes that the basis for Flem's previous 
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When Ratliff and Stevens go to New York for Linda's wedding, 

they ironically meet Hoake McCar!'on, Linda's true father, in a 

saloon. Although Linda knows he is ~ar father, she questions 

Stevens about him. When Stevens repeatedly te11s her that he is not 

her father, Linda replies that she loves Stevens " ••• because every 

time Lne lieiJ to me I can always know LfiiJ will stick to it." 

(M., p. 175) It isihis never-failing reliability and understanding 

that Linda comes to value and depend upon. 

Stevens' nephew Chick Mallison is cclrtain that now that Linda 

has returned, Stevens and she will be married. As he reflects upon 

this relatio'~ship, his attitudes and feelings toward Linda follow 

tWo opposing patterns of thought; these thoughts, however, merely 

express the expected, universal attitudes concerning the Snopes. 

As he ponders the relationship, which he feels will unquestionably 

flourish, Chick explains that: 

Linda and Gavin wouldn't have that one matchless 
natural advantage which her mother and Manfred de 
Spain had, which was that aura, nimbus, conditicn, 
whatever the "lOrd is, in Which }lrs. Snopes not just 
existed, lived, breathed, but created about herself 
by just existing, living, breathing ••• {fheJ little 
petty moral connection with a 'woman like Mrs. Snopes-
or rather, a woman like her had no more concern with 
or even attention for them--than conventions about 
.,mat force you use or when or how or vThere ha~e to do 
Hith wars or cyclones ••• Linda didn't have that 
quality; that one was not transferable. So all 
that remained for her and Gavin was continence. 
To put it crudely, morality. (MI, pp. 211-212) 

Later, however, .. men Chick examines his reaction toward Linda 

and Stevens, he decides "that evidently it was transferable. I 

mean, whatever it was her mother had had. Gavin had seen her once 

T..rhen she was thirteen years old, and look what happehed to him. 

Then Barton Kohl sa'-l her once when she was nineteen years old, 
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possessed by Eula., and now Linda, is recognized. Expansion or 

fulfillment of this Quality by Eula has already been made impossible; 

however, it remains to be seen how Linda ultimately copes with the 

capacity and the restraints placed upon her because of it. 

The climax of the trilogy and resolution of the value conflict 

occurs with Hink's murder of Flem. There seems to be a particular 

significance in having this murder, 1Jhich represents the triumph of 

the v.cilue system embodied by Eula and Linda, performed, not b.v Linda, 

but bv Mink. The final conquering of the evil forces of society is 

a result of the unification of the forces of the ,'lOmen (the values they 

symbolize) 'lnd the land (personified in Hink). 

Flem's purely materialistic v'llue system is again questioned 

when Ratliff challenges the effectiveness of bribing Hink to leave 

Jefferson at once: '" Suppose jest rr,oney aint enough,' Ratliff said. 

'Suppose he wont take jest two hundred and fifty dollars for Flem 

Snopes.'" (N., p. 370) As Volpe comments, Mink's motives give the 

novel unity because the basis for them is the outrage and indignation 

of' the human conlition; that is the prosperity of the proud, covetous, 

greedy, ~md selfish Flem. The force which prevents lvlink from giving up 

is his belief that "Old Hoster jest punishes; He dont play jokes." 

(1'1., p. 398) This is tr.e belief that despite the injustice apparent 

throughout life, Hhen the long battle ends, .lustice will prevail. 

As Faulkner puts it; " ••• he will have to cope "lith his environment 

or his envi:.~onment van destroy him. ,eo This is precisely what occurs. 

Flem persists in tryir.g to control everything and everyone around him. 

5l 
Since this is net permisable, and since Flem realizes this fact too 

A 

late to make any significant alterations, those who Flem has tried to 

control mu:"t now take control of his life by bringing it to ,n end. 
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Although it is not Linda who actively destroys Flem, Faulkner 

presents her as the continual advocator of freedom; thus, it is 

aporopriate for her to be Hink's freeing azent--an act which 

precipitates Flem's destruction. The end of the l-lar and the subsequent 

passage of the equal opportunity and fair treatment laws leaves Linda 

~.n th no more ships to rivet (her occupati m during the war) and 

momentarily with no more injustice to right. Linda, however, does not 

remain idle; she devotes her efforts to the freeing of l>'link from jail, 

not because she feels l>'link is sufferinG an injustice by his presence 

there (al th01F'h this perhaps is a minor influence on her), but because 

she knows the consequence will he Flem's death; thus, she will have 

revenged the treatment she and her mother received from P'lem. Although 

it is Linda who puts up the money to bribe Mink from remaining in 

Jefferson, she realizes all the time what Mink's actions will be, as 

is sho',m by her purchase of thp, Jaguar several weeks before Hink's 

release. By having Linda as the one who urges Hink's release from 

prison, \-Iho watches approvingly Flem's murder, and who airls l'1ink's 

escape from the Snopes l'1ansion, Faulkner establishps her as the 

mora1istic b.eroine of the trilogy. Although the white streak in 

Linda's hair resembles a collapsed plume, Linda does not lose the 

battle, but wins. As esta.blished earlier, Linda inherits many of 

her mother's warm, humanistic virtues. In addition to this, she 

possesses the courage and stamina to continually strive to spre<ld 

these virtues, not succwnbing unti1 she triumphs. 

Not only do the values of Eula, through the agents of Linda and 

Mink, conquer the opposing values embodied in Flem, but Flem surrenders 

himself by not 8V6n rr;aking U,e effort to escape or halt f1ink's action 

1vhen the gun fails the first time. Theodore Greene explains Flem' s 

action in the following way: "FJ.em is Faulkner's chief symbol of predatory 
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success in a sensate, money-mad culture--of a success so empty that 

it is doomed to be ultimately self-defeating, but which until it 

does collapsE, like a pricked balloon, is irresistable in a free but 

demoralized :30ciety. "21 Thus, with complete disregard for the feelings 

of others, and with the inability or desire to establish any bond with 

another human, Flem's life becomes meaningless and 1-lorthless even to 

him. 

As he ends the trilogy, Faulkner again makes reference to the 

land as Mink describes the pull the earth exerts for everyone: "The 

drag of the 13arth was already at ",ork on you ••• In fact, the ground 

itself never let a man forget it was there waiting pulling gently and 

wi thout no hurry at him between every step •••• " (M., pp. 402, 434) 

Mink's retre,:lt to the land for secU1;tty and safety emphasizes the 

necessity of Flem's defeat. One cannot escape the pull the earth has 

on him; if he tries, he is ultimately destroyed in the attempt. 

Recalling Eula's previous association with the land, further emphasized 

by giving t}le name Eula Acres to a housing division, the life-giving, 

life-sustaining force of the values incorporated in Eula are symbolized 

in the final i~ag~ of the land. Flem's selection of the name Eula 
lI..~lt ~-"<"",.,.t.\ UO''''''' ) 

Acres.Jllindicates t~e increasing force the land has upon him. The force 

c0ntinues to increase until Mink, wi~h his close attachment to the 

land prevails. This life force is absent in the materialism of Flem. 

He ignores the pull of the earth and fails in trying to conquer it. 

IV 

William Faulkner calls his Snopes Trilogy the "victory of man 

against Snopes. ,,22 The conflict stems from Flem Snopes' ambi tion to 
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cont.rol the f'orces of society and nature. As explained in the body of 

this paper, there are el·'lments which are naturally opposed to Flem. 

Faulkner initailly presents Flem's opposition in the value system 

embodied in Eula Varner Snopes. Although Eula possesses the love, 

warmth, and human understanding necessary to oppose and conqu.er Flem, 

she lacks the means by which to utilize ser resources. It remains for 

Linda, Ttlho inherits qualities corresponding to Eula's, to enlist the 

energies of Mink Snopes and ultimately conquer Flem. Because Mink 

possesses Gome of the values represented by Eula and Linda, he is 

oICPosed to Flem; yet, he also has enoue;h of "Snopesism" in him to 

enable him ~o actually perform the murder. It is only when I'-1ink's 

powers are freed by Linda, however, that justice prevails. 

A special type of ar1miration is due Flem f'or the shrewdness 

and ingenuity he displays throughollt thp trilogy; neverthliless, he 

cannot be forgiven for his total lack of feeling for the remainder 

of hWQanity. The natural aspects of life will not consent to Flem's 

control; therefore, his defeat is inevitable. This victory does not 

imply the triumph of absolute good. As exemplified by Eula, totally 

sincere and ~~derstanding love is unable to recof,nize or tolerate 

any evil, and, therefore, must ultimately concede in despair. 

Possessing "::he humanism of her mother, yet having the realization 

of evil thr'Jugh tragedy in her own life, Linda can direct her forces 

in the proper direction, secure freedom J:'or l'1ink, and assure victory 

for the values she represents. 
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